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The Issues in Educational Integration
This is the second in a series of three articles on educational integration.
Ken Badley

Integration in the curriculum and curriculum integration, integration of faith and
learning, integral learning, educational integration . . . what are we talking about? What
do we mean when we say we are integrating something? And what issues are
involved when we try to implement a
change in the curriculum meant to nurture
further integration?
In what follows I survey the issues
involved in integration. Some of these issues
are conceptual and philosophical; some are
psychological and pedagogical. For the most
part, I do not provide my own answers here
to the questions I raise, but I sketch out
what I see as the contours of the whole integration question. In doing so I hope to provide to anyone interested in educational
integration a framework that would help
them avoid some of the headaches that usually accompany any discussion of this popular but confusion-engendering concept.
History
Anyone wanting to implement a curriculum or pedagogical change meant to bring
greater integration would be wise to know
a little about the history of the idea. I have
been in conversations where someone
thought the concept was first introduced in
1988. As a doctoral student in education
several years ago, I tried to untangle the
phrase "the integration of faith and learning" by examining it within the wider usage
of educational integration. I discovered a
concern for integration running back to
educators in classical Greece. Despite differences in wording, that interest never
seemed to disappear; teachers were always
seeking that idea or framework that would
hold the whole educational enterprise
together. In the last four decades of the nineteenth century and throughout the twentieth century, this interest grew. Educators

now would be helped if they knew some of
the details of the twenty-five-century history of this educational ideal. (See CEJ Dec.
1994.)

ing through a specific world-view
Christian Schools International's style
Christian education).
The writers of many proposals for

The Problem Integration Is Meant to Solve
Recent public pressures on education
have focused our attention again on the
many kinds of charges against education as
we have come tO know it the last 150 years
or so, especially the most obvious feature of
curriculum organization: subject divisions
that tend, in their turn, to become the organizational bases of schools.

hand on what kind of integration they actQt
ally are setting out to get. Assuming that
educators use, and that non-educaton
understand, the word in the same way, theJ
make their pitch, only to produce confa.
sion.

Models of Integration
Of course not all those who talk about
integration in education mean the same
things by it. I have discovered dozens of distinguishable uses of the word in educational articles, books, and curriculum proposals.
All these uses can be classified into a handful of models. Roughly, one might think of
these models as fusion, incorporation, cor-

relation, dialogue, and perspectival/worldviewish integration. Almost every mention
or use of integration in educational settings
fits into one of these categories.
Very briefly,fusion has to do with combining equal elements (e.g., English+ social
studies). Incorporation sees one element
folded into a more dominant element (e.g.,
environmental awareness into whole curriculum). Correlation, of which interdisciplinarity is usually a prime example, seeks
connections between two different fields
with a common interest (e.g., literature and
history both treating revolutionary Russia).
Dialogical integration sees two quite different fields-usually one of them a field of
practical endeavor-in dialogue (e.g., medicine
or engineering and
ethics).
Perspectival or world-viewish integration
sees the whole of knowledge and life coher-

The Locus of Integration: Where Does It
Happen?
If you read a thousand articles and boob
using and explicitly discussing the meaniJW
of the word integration, you would discowr
that less than a dozen actually address COQo
sciously the matter of where integratiol
takes place, in the curriculum or in the COQo
sciousness of students. In other words, moec
people talking about integration ignore one
of the most important choices about
important concept. By doing so, they fail
see how their discourse conceals and fa
a certain view of teaching. They also
themselves at risk for further headacbcl
because they may spend hundreds of houri
designing the perfect curriculum, not
ognizing that they cannot guarantee ·
grative outcomes.Anyone setting out ton
ture integration must determine in advaa
where they think integration will occur.
they decide that the locus is the curricul
then they should give their efforts to c:t»>
riculum redesign. On the other hand, if
decide that integration takes place in
student's developing understanding
knowledge, they may decide to leave
curriculum largely as it is, and focus instead.
for example, on changing teachers' uu;·~x.~
tions regarding their own and other sut•jeCII!iA
disciplines.
This locus discussion is tied to the

cal-psychological debate. This debate has run glowingly of the integrative results some
now for several decades, with its main strug- educational innovation is going to accomgle to settle the question of what agenda any plish.
When a word becomes a slogan, it does
curriculum or part thereof should strive to
meet: the cognitive structure of the student not lose its meaning; it actually gainS meanor the epistemic hierarchy embedded or ings, it takes on new work. Integration is in
apparent in the structure of the materials. that process now. Because it is expanding its
Because the locus discussion runs parallel to range of semantic work as we deal with it,
the logical-psychological debate, teachers our own work with it becomes more chaltrying to implement integration can easily lenging-to be precise, for example-but
and quickly locate their work in a larger con- our work also becomes much more interest- ing.
text .
The locus discussion also connects to the
philosophical discussion of knowledge, or Other Sources of Confusion about Integration
Integration became a slogan because it is
epistemology. Encyclopedists and philosophers have offered many schemata for the a positive term. Like innovative, creativity,
organization of knowledge over the last sev- democratic, now reflective and other terms
er.al centuries. How do integrative proposals that have enjoyed their day in the educationfit with the knowledge organization discus- al sun, integration and its cousin terms and
sion? Should we follow the forms of knowl- phrases have become popular for a reason.
edge thesis put forward by the English edu- Unfortunately perhaps, like most -ion words,
cational philosopher Paul Hirst, the realms of this word is ambiguous: does it refer to a
meaning thesis of Philip Phenix, or the modal product or to a process that can never be finscale sketched out by Herman Dooyeweerd? ished? Which of the five paradigms I identiPost-modern, constructivist views of knowl- fied do particular people imply when they
edge also challenge teachers and curriculum use the term? Where do they mean it occurs?
developers to come clear: just what is this The questions continue even as the students
knowledge that will · be integrated? And, await.
again, where does this integration take place,
in the curriculum or in the student's con- Resistance to Integration
Those who would change curricula or
sciousness? Does accepting the second
answer-student's consciousness-indicate render educational practices more integraone has given up the epistemological high tive will encounter resistance of various
kinds. Such resistance has many roots. These
ground in the battle with relativists?
include teacher comfort with existent materials, teacher vocational identity in a subject
Integration as a Slogan
Anyone entering the discussion of integra- area specialization (tied to a tendency to protion should recognize before writing or say- tect curricular turf in an institution), episteing a word that he or she is dealing with a mological comfort derived from strong
slogan. When I worked on my dissertation knowledge divisions ("Good fences make
from 1981 to 1986, integration was hardly good neighbors"), or comfort derived from a
popular at all in North America, though it had theological dualism that views life in two
enjoyed a couple periods of popularity earli- realms: the sacred and the secUlar.

er this century. I wished many times that

I

had chosen a topic more current (especially
something more current with my own advisors). Now that has all changed. Integration is
now perhaps the most popular word in educational language. Having established itself as
a slogan, it is much more capable of engendering wry, knowing smiles on the faces of
teachers when they hear someone speak

Integrative Concepts and Conceptions
Anyone who would achieve educational
integration would be wise to differentiate
between the concept of integration (which
most of us roughly agree is about joining
things) and the agenda-laden, usually quite
different conceptions of integration that
drive curriculum change. We need to agree

on judgmental criteria for ranking one conception of integration over another. We also
need to be prepared to differentiate conceptions of integration, which are educational
ideals or. visions of the good life, from integrative conceptions, which are ideas, threads,
themes, traces· around which we design and
through which we mean to bring coherence
to units of the curriculum or even whole curricula. Having made that distinction, we
should be prepared to lay out criteria for
judging between integrative conceptions as
well.
Interdisciplinarity and Implementation
How do the integration and interdisciplinarity (IDE) discussions intersect? Is IDE simply another example of integration, or is it
the only workable way to implement integration in schools. How can schools avoid the
logistic traps other schools have fallen into in
trying to implement IDE? Some schools have
tried to implement integration by representing various subject specialties on teacher
teams; others have looked for one person
who already thought integratively. (Is kindergarten perhaps already integrated? Why do
kindergarten students and graduate students
enjoy the lowest fences between subject
areas?) Schools wanting to implement integration must answer many questions, but few
of them have not been answered elsewhere;
and the descriptions of a surprising number
of integrative efforts are available through
the ERIC database (where many records listing integrative descriptors will unfortunately
not be related to a particular school's ambitions).
Clearly, many questions surround educational integration. It is not as straightforward
as one might wish or at first think. And its
popularity may momentarily make implementation look hazardous. Nevertheless, the
contours of integration are sufficiently clear,
so that most schools could implement an
integrative effort and count on success.

Ken R. Badley, professor at the Institute for Christian Studies in Toronto, Ontario, is eastern Canada's CFJ regional editor.
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